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A large quantity of literatures

Papers, a major mean to disseminate knowledge

geoscience papers contain abundant multimodal data

Papers thus have time and spatial characteristics
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So, Link the knowledge together!
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GAKG’s schema-graph consists of 11 concepts connected by 19 relations. Five of them (has_concluded, has_designed,
is_located_in, has_developed and earn_in_the_way_of ) have a upper class relation acer:mention_knowledge. Since
GAKG is the union of academic concepts and their relations, we manage GAKG as linked open data (LOD), we provide
#sameAs axioms linking to the entities in other datasets, 271 thousands in total.
The Graph base namespace (Graph IRI) is https://www.acekg.cn, all the concepts and relations shared.
To our knowledge, GAKG is currently the largest and most comprehensive geoscience academic knowledge graph,
consisting more than 68 million triples, including 8 millions concepts and 41 million links.
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GAKG SPARQL: https://www.acekg.cn/sparql

⚫ Ref: SNORQL:
https://github.com/kurtjx/SNORQL

GAKG Snorql: https://snorql.acemap.cn/

⚫ Ref: Virtuoso:
https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
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Knowledge point,
mentioned by paper is a
kind of instances.
GeoScience Knowledge
System shape the
ontology.

crustal growth
stabilization
basin formation
arc-arc acceretion

acad
emic
meta
data
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GAKG Core Ontology Level

GAKG Core Instance Level

Deep
Shovel

Ontology

Entity co-occurency

Abstract
The crustal growth and stabilization of the North China
Craton (NCC) relate to three major geological events in the
Precambrian: (1) a major phase of continental growth at ca. 2.7 Ga;
(2) the amalgamation of micro-blocks and cratonization at ca. 2.5 Ga;

GeoScientist
in the Loop

1. Introduction
However, the mechanism of aggregation of the Early Precambrian
continental blocks to form a supercraton is equivocal, and the various
models proposed take into consideration rifting, density-inversion,
back arc basin formation , arc arc accretion , subduction of

Find the key
phrase most
related to the
text.

oceanic lithosphere

GAKG on the Map

has_geohash
is_located_in

time
scale
data

has_geohash
Building Process
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An Example of Illustrations Coordinates Extraction.
(a) is the result of OCR,
(b) highlights the recognition error,
(c) is the result of OCR after using a rule-based
method adjusting image,
and (d) highlights the corrected coordinates.
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question

BERT based
Neural
Machine Reading

AceMap
DeepScholar

Question
Sets

output

Machine Reading
dbpedia+acemap
Q (Relation)

Entity Features:
1. Word length
2. Num. of the Word
3. Sim. with title
4. Sim. with question
5. Sim. with answer
6. Complexity of the
Word

aim

problem
method
result

Entity(Object)
Integrator (2247163)
Integral(2375312)
Bathymetry(2336508)
Cenozoic(2312161)
Activant(2032866)
Activate(1110643)
Kish Bank(848923)
Tectonics(2299601)
Ireland(60999)
Affection(2075186)

Human Annotation

Linking the Ontology
and Instances

wikidata
Q (Relation)
aim

problem
method
result

origin_res
[1] An integrated study of topography, bathymetry, highresolution aeromagnetic data, and structural observations
problem significant Cenozoic fault activity in SE Ireland.
The integration of offshore high resolution aeromagnetic data and
method
structural interpretation of the Kish Bank Basin
The integration of offshore high resolution aeromagnetic data and
methor_base
structural interpretation of the Kish Bank Basin
onshore Ireland has also been affected by significant tectonic
result
activity and exhumation during the Cenozoic.
aim

Entity(Object)
Topography(Q134435)
Observation(Q94575845)
Bathymetry(Q810826)
Ireland(Q22890)
Fault(P5095)
Kish Bank(Q52556663)
Basin(Q29382870)
Ireland(Q22890)
Exhumation(Q1898510)

LTR-LambdaRank

ESA, entity extraction

dbpedia+acemap

Build: mention_knowledge

Models

precision

ESA without
Supervision

0.63

ESA + Learn2rank
(after 1st loop HITL)

0.79 (↑25%)

Models

precision

Autophrase without
Supervision

0.59

Autophrase +
Learn2rank (after 1st
loop HITL)

0.78 (↑32%)
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Benchmark-CD

Benchmark-KE
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Contribution
• We propose a multimodal GeoScience Academic
Knowledge Graph (GAKG) framework by fusing
papers’ images, text, and bibliometric data.
• With a world map, all the illustrations, text, and geologic
time scale extracted from the selected geoscience papers
can be highly connected to the geographical information
• We put forward a Human-In-the-Loop knowledge
extraction pipeline to extract paper’s knowledge entities
and mapping them to a crowd-sourcing knowledge
taxonomy.
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Observation
• Availability.
•
•
•
•
•

Dump files
SPARQL Endpoint
Snorql Query System
Papers on the Map
Source Code on Github

• Quality.
• Data sources: Acemap, DBpedia, DDE
• Verified partially by Geoscientists

• Limitations
• Lack of annotation during the Human-In-The-Loop
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⚫ Geographic Information Retrieval. We provide a knowledge
based search engine on a geographical map for the literature
of geoscience.
⚫ If the researcher drags the window, the distribution of the
papers will change accordingly.
⚫ LINK: https://gakg.acemap.info/
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⚫ Geoscience KBQA. Based on GAKG, research can know
⚫ One-hop queries, such as returning papers targeting a particular topic,
more information about the relation between papers. These
template-based queries can be applied in scientific research ⚫ Two-hop queries, such as querying illustrations in a specific field,
and academic communication. These questions are also
⚫ Three-hop queries, such as querying geographic locations that a certain
generally inextricable by existing Q&A systems and search
affiliation often studies,
engines.
⚫ Four-hop queries, such as querying the relationship between geographic
locations and affiliations.
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Future Works
• Academic Knowledge System Construction with Human-In-the-Loop.
• Social Community Detection in Geoscience.
• Scientific Articles’ Geographical Information Extraction.
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